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Overview 
To learn more about you on a personal level, P&G interviewers will ask 
you job-related interview questions to gain insight on your capabilities.  
We’ll question you on your past behavior, key accomplishments and 
other information commonly asked about by other companies in an 
interview. 

Our interviews are unique. They have been customized to predict  
the likelihood of a successful fit between you and P&G. During your 
interview process, you’ll also gain insights about P&G and answers to 
your questions. After your interviews, you’ll learn if we have made the 
decision to offer you a position at P&G. 

What is P&G looking for in a candidate? 
P&G recruits and develops its people against core competencies called 
Success Drivers. Our interviewers will ask you questions that will allow 
us to understand examples of your past behaviors and experiences that 
relate to your successful performance at P&G in the following areas: 

The Power of Minds 
This is P&G’s ability, grounded in genuine respect for our competitors, 
to out-think, out-invent and out-play the best competition over time for 
the benefit of consumers. This speaks to our collective intelligence, our 
ability to create for profit and competitive advantage, and our ability to 
become masters of our business, organizations and professions. 

The Power of People 
This is the competitive advantage that our people and people-systems 
create when they work together. It’s the power of one and value of all. 
This speaks to creating an environment that fully leverages our talents. 

The Power of Agility 
This is our ability to be fast, flexible, responsive and versatile in a 
complex and rapidly changing environment. We create competitive 
advantage when we are tuned in to the world around us, when we truly 
understand our customers, consumers, stakeholders, competitors and 
employees, and when we apply this knowledge to build the business and 
the organization. 

Combined, these characteristics are our Success Drivers, the competencies 
that define how our people succeed in today’s business environment. 
They are the characteristics we look for in new employees, how we  
measure performance in the Company and the basis for our  
development and career systems. 

What kind of questions can I expect? 
The questions you will be asked by P&G interviewers are likely to be 
similar to those asked by other companies. The reason for this is simple 
– P&G, like many other companies, considers behavioral interviewing to 
be a valid predictor of a candidate’s potential for job success. Behavioral 
interviewing is basically an interview designed to obtain information 
from you about your relevant past behavior and performance –  
information that will tell the interviewer how you will perform on the 
job. The principle behind the technique is that past behavior predicts 
future behavior. 

During a behavioral interview, you will be asked a series of standardized 
questions. For each answer, you’ll be expected to describe examples of 
behaviors, which our interviewers will use to assess your proficiency in 
each of the Success Driver areas described above. 
Sample questions are as follows: 
•  Tell me about a time when you set a goal and weren’t able to meet  

or achieve it. 

• Give me an example of when you showed initiative and took the lead. 
•  Tell me about a time you were able to successfully deal with another 

person even when that individual may not have personally liked you 
(or vice versa). 

•  Give me an example of a time when you used your expertise to solve  
a problem. 

Where and how will my first interview be held? 
Your first interview may be held on campus, at a conference, in a P&G 
office, or over the telephone. In addition, your interview may be with 
a single P&G person or with a panel of 2 to 3 P&G people. No matter 
where or how your interview is conducted, it will allow you the chance 
to meet both new and established P&G people, and give you an insight 
into the way we operate. 

How long will my interview last? 
Most interviews last around 45-60 minutes, but there are no strict  
time limits. 

Know what you have done – review your resume and 
other information 
Our interviewers start preparing for your interview by reviewing your 
resume and other information you have provided. You should therefore 
be prepared to talk about your past experiences. 

Think about past successes from all aspects of your life 
In the interview, we are looking for the best example you have that 
answers the interview question – no matter where it comes from.  
While school and work experiences provide great examples of past  
work-related behaviors, you should also feel free to use examples from 
other aspects of your life – such as volunteer activities, military  
experience, clubs, organizations, etc. 

Practice how to give a complete answer to our questions 
P&G interviewers will be looking for a complete response from you to 
best understand your past behavior. Your response to our questions 
should start by providing information on the situation in which your  
behavior took place, the actions you took and the results of those  
actions. 
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